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PICTON HIGH SCHOOL STAGE 5 Food Technology 

 

Food for Special Occasions 

 
Due Date:  
Theory due: week 8 Tuesday 10th September period 3 
Practical due:  
Group 1: 12th September period 4 (A-L) 
Group 2: 13th September period 2 (M-Y) 

Assessment Name:  Food for Special Occasions  

Mark:   /40 Weighting:  30% 

 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 
5.3.2, Justifies food choices by analysing the factors that influence eating habits. 
5.5.1 Selects and employs appropriate techniques and equipment for a variety of 
food-specific purposes. 
5.5.2, Plans, prepares, presents and evaluates food solutions for specific purposes. 
5.6.1 Examines the relationship between food, technology and society. 
 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED: 
Discuss – Identify issues & provide points for and/or against 
Identify – Recognise & name 
Create – Build and/or construct 

TASK DESCRIPTION: 
 
 Choose a special occasion, discuss the occasion, and present a dish associated with the occasion. 

1. Identify the occasion, discuss; the reason for celebrating, any history related to how the occasion is 
celebrated, and any production and preparation considerations associated with food presented for the 
occasion. 

2. Identify (or develop) two dishes that are associated with celebrating the occasion, outlining any menu 
planning considerations for these. 

3. Create and present the one dish to the class. 
4. Create and display a menu for your chosen dish. (this menu must include name of celebration, name of 

dish, identify the ingredients and its purpose within the celebration) 
 
 
 
All staple ingredients including sugars, flours, other dry ingredients, eggs, milk, spices, cream and butter will be 
provided, however all other ingredients must be bought by the student.  

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST:   
 Have you chosen the occasion?                                               . 
 Researched background on occasion looking at cultural, historical and any other significant 

information. 
 Decided on TWO dishes and outlined any planning considerations. 
 Decided on ONE dish to replicate in class and display linked with your chosen celebration. 
 Created a menu with all the information asked about the dish and chosen celebration. 
 Checked over grammar, punctuation and references used throughout all the assessment. 
 The dish is made to serve TWO people. 
 The ingredient list must be in by 3rd September OR all ingredient will have to be supplied by you. 
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Name:___________________      Mark:           /40 

MARKING GUIDELINES 

Description of celebration Mark/Grade 

- An outstanding description of the chosen celebration is provided.  4-5 

- A sound description of the chosen celebration is provided.  2-3 

- A limited description of the chosen celebration is provided. 1 

- No attempt is made.  0 

 

Cultural requirements and traditions for the Celebration  

- An outstanding description of cultural requirements and traditions are 
included that is appropriate to scenario.  

4-5 

- A sound description of cultural requirements and traditions are included that 
is appropriate to scenario. 

2-3 

- A limited description of cultural requirements and traditions are included that 
is appropriate to scenario. 

1 

- No attempt is made.  0 

 

Significance and/or history of food at the chosen celebration 

- An outstanding description of the significance and/or history of food at a 
celebration.  

4-5 

- A sound description of the significance and history of food at a celebration. 2-3 

- A limited description of the significance and history of food at a celebration. 1 

- No attempt is made.  0 

 

Creation of a menu with information of dish 

- A created menu with outstanding description of celebration and dish  4-5 

- A created menu with sound description of celebration and dish 2-3 

- A created menu with limited description of celebration and dish 1 

- No attempt is made.  0 
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Practical  

- Outstanding demonstration of hygienic handling of food to ensure a safe and 
appealing product.  

- Outstandingly identifies, assesses and manages the risks of injury and OHS 
issues associated with the handling of food. 

- A suitable dish from the celebration is chosen to cook that suits the theme.  

16 – 20 

- High demonstration of hygienic handling of food to ensure a safe and 
appealing product.  

- Highly identifies, assesses and manages the risks of injury and OHS issues 
associated with the handling of food. 

- A suitable dish from the celebration is chosen to cook that suits the theme. 

11 -15 

- Soundly demonstration of hygienic handling of food to ensure a safe and 
appealing product.  

- Soundly identifies, assesses and manages the risks of injury and OHS issues 
associated with the handling of food. 

- A suitable dish from the celebration is chosen to cook that suits the theme. 

6 – 10 

- Basic demonstration of hygienic handling of food to ensure a safe and 
appealing product.  

- Basic identifies, assesses and manages the risks of injury and OHS issues 
associated with the handling of food. 

- An unsuitable dish from the celebration is chosen to cook that suits the 
theme. 

9 – 5 

- Limited demonstration of hygienic handling of food to ensure a safe and 
appealing product.  

- Limitedly identifies, assesses and manages the risks of injury and OHS issues 
associated with the handling of food. 

- An unsuitable dish from the celebration is chosen to cook that suits the 
theme. 

4 – 1 

- No attempt is made.  0 

 


